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Demographics

○ Male

Gender

○ Female

○ Other

Age:
Less than 18

○

18-35

○

36-49

○

50-64

○

65+

○

Marital status:
Married/cohabiting

○

Single

○

Widowed

○

Divorced

○

If presently married or in a relationship with a significant other, choose one of the following
categories:
Native´s country spouse

○

Host country spouse

○

Other non-EU country

○

Household composition

Lives alone

○

Lives with relatives

○

Lives with non-relatives (other)

○

Education
No formal education

○

Compulsory Education

○

Secondary Education

○

Higher Education

Behavioral data

The following questions have a scale with seven ticks from left to right. Please mark the tick
that reflects best your opinion.

1) Regarding the language spoken at home, you would say that you:

Always use
native´s country

Same amount

Always use
host country’s

2) Regarding the religious practices that you commonly follow (if any):

Always use
native´s country

Same
amount

Always use
host country’s
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3) How many children do you have right now:

0

1

2

3

4

5

6+

4) The level of education of your spouse is:

No formal education

Compulsory

Higher
Education

5) How many hours does your spouse work outside home (if not married, please state
how many would you be comfortable with):

None

50% Part-Time

Full Time

6) Regarding the rate of employment of female workers from your native community that
current live in the same area as you, you would say that it is:

Similar to
native´s country

about the same
as male

Similar to
host country’s

7) Regarding the participation of females from your native community in community
projects, you would say that it is:

Similar to
native´s country

About the same
as male

Similar to
host country’s

Attitudes

1) You would say that your beliefs concerning gender roles are :

Similar to
native´s country

Similar to
host country’s

2) You would say that your beliefs about religious practices are :

Similar to
native´s country

Similar to
host country’s

3) You would say that your political beliefs are:

Similar to
native´s country

Similar to
host country’s

4) You would say that your moral convictions are :
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Similar to
native´s country

Similar to
host country’s

5) You would say that at the present moment, your national identity will be :

Similar to
native´s country

Similar to
host country’s

Feeling of Belonging

How confident are you to solve an issue with the immigration services?

Not Confident

Neutral

At all

Totally
Confident

How confident are you to do some grocery shopping?

Not Confident

Neutral

At all

Totally
Confident

How confident are you to go to a medical appointment?

Not Confident
At all

Neutral

Totally
Confident

How confident are you to go to a job interview?

Not Confident

Neutral

At all

Totally
Confident

How confident are you to buy a mobile phone?

Not Confident

Neutral

At all

Totally
Confident

How confident are you to sign a new home lease?

Not Confident

Neutral

At all

Totally
Confident

How confident are you to open a bank account?

Not Confident
At all

Neutral

Totally
Confident
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What are the main obstacles that affect your confidence in doing such activities?

Language

○

Lack of information

○

Unable to do it by yourself

○

Don´t have any interest in performing them

○

Lack the required skills

○

Fear of discrimination

○

Fear of detachment from my own culture

○

Other(s)

○

Please specify:___________

Regarding your experience in the host country:
The following questions have a scale with three ticks from left to right. Please mark the tick
that reflects best your opinion.

Employment?

Worse than expected

As expected

Better than expected

As expected

Better than expected

Social interaction with EU Citizens?

Worse than expected

Social interaction with non-EU Citizens?

Worse than expected

As expected

Better than expected

Material Life (e.g. cars, buildings, clothing, and tools)?

Worse than expected

As expected

Better than expected

Social Life (e.g. friends, entertainment, etc.)?

Worse than expected

As expected

Better than expected

Difficulties in adapting to the host country?

Worse than expected

As expected

Better than expected

Please use this space to list any issue that you are currently facing and/or to make any
suggestion that in your opinion will increase your integration in the host country:
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Promoting cultural integration

Please list all the activities that you believe will promote your integration in the host´s society:

Community centers (group activities, social support, public information)

○

Broadcasting facilities (Tv, radio, journals)

○

Diversity of cultural content supply (supply of cultural and ethnic contents)

○

Events of Intercultural exchange (intercultural events, peer programs)

○

Cultural Events (Exhibitions, course-works)

○

Sports events

○

Other

○

Please specify: ____________________

Please rate how much you currently feel integrated in your current community?

Not at all

Reasonably

Totally

Please rate how much you currently feel integrated in your host country?

Not at all

Reasonably

Totally

Please rate how much, in your daily life, you make use of your current country´s culture?

Not at all

Reasonably

Always

Please rate how much you feel that your own country’s culture is respected in your host
country?

Not at all

Neutral

Totally

How often do you engage in:
Host country cultural activities (including theaters, exhibitions, etc.):
Less than 1 per year

○

2-6 times per year

○

6 -10 times per year

○

More than 10 times per year

○

Native country’s cultural activities (including theaters, exhibitions, etc.):
Less than 1 per year

○
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2-6 times per year

○

6 -10 times per year

○

More than 10 times per year

○

Cross cultural country’s activities (including theaters, exhibitions, etc.):
Less than 1 per year

○

2-6 times per year

○

6 -10 times per year

○

More than 10 times per year

○

Please suggest any activity that you feel that will help your integration in your current country:

Please provide any comment on how cultural activities have helped (or may help) in your
understanding about the society that you currently live in, and how it helped you to build
mutual understanding and respect:

